August 2018

TESLAR BY 3E ANNOUNCES A NEW PARTNERSHIP
WITH DELUXE.
3E Software is excited to announce a partnership between Teslar and Banker’s Dashboard.
The partnership provides financial institutions with a powerful set of tools aimed at
maximizing net interest margin performance.
The Teslar SaaS solution helps create highly efficient banks that maintain an average efficiency ratio 14%
higher than those in their peer groups. Meanwhile, Banker’s Dashboard equips clients with the tools to
help them drive stronger net interest margin, typically outperforming the market by 37 bps on average.
This unique partnership of complementary solutions gives our clients the ability to manage their
performance at an unparalleled level.

About Teslar by 3E

About Banker’s Dashboard

Teslar helps create highly efficient banks by empowering lenders, streamlining their processes and integrating
all their data sources into a single, powerful interface
while also maintaining scalability to support growth far
into the future. These four pillars drive everything we do
and underpin all 20 plus modules in Teslar, including:

Banker’s Dashboard is a subscription-based

•

Decision modeling to optimize client performance

•

Exception, policy and covenant tracking

•

Automated tools to ensure organizational

•

Internal loan review and annual/term review

•

Officer scorecard and portfolio management system

•

Comprehensive forms and workflow engine

•

Construction inspection and draw tracking

•

Criticized and special asset management

•

Relationship builder with automated aggregation

•

Intuitive Dashboard interface

•

Guaranteed core and image integration

performance management platform that enables
institutions to drive high-performance and create and
maintain a culture of performance and accountability
at every level of their organization:

alignment and empowerment
•

Integrated budget tool with all financial data right
at your finger tips

•

Branch comparison tool drives messaging around
performance management and aligns behavior.

•

Alerts and performance comparisons for course
corrections

•

Enhanced daily reporting with drill down to group,
account, and officer level.

•

Targeting of loans and CDs priced below or above
the weighted average rate, respectively.

For more information about Teslar by 3E,

For more information about Banker’s Dashboard,

visit us at:

visit them at:

www.teslarby3e.com

http://fi.deluxe.com/digital-engagement/ bankers-dashboard/

